Paris. Those who knew her already saw before them street-turnings, homes, faces; rehearsed how they were going to act, what they were going to do, what they were going to say in definite circumstances; lay down in advance in beds where sleep awaited them in a certain fashion. The new-comers interrogated themselves, put questions to the country outside the windows, to their baggage, to the stations that flitted past, to the round light in the compartment, to the faces of silent fellow-travellers. Uneasily they recalled, they marshalled, all their preconceived ideas about Paris, They invented imaginary settings for people whom they knew. They endowed names that somebody had scribbled for them on a scrap of paper with voices, faces, bodily presences.
On the outskirts of Paris, speculators in building plots tramped in the mud of unfinished roads, raised their heads to fix the direction of north and south by the light of the setting sun, cast an eye over an old woman passing by, a lamp-post, the corner cafe ; listened to the rumbling of an omnibus; sniffed the wind, as though the future were going to whisper to them.
A pedlar of laces and pencils, abandoning the Porte Saint-Denis district, went down the boulevard S6bastopol towards the Chatelet and the Hotel de Ville, as though an instinct, like that of a fish, conveyed to him that certain waters were more or less favourable according to the time of day. Pickpockets, still more sensitive to shiftings of the shoal, devoted themselves to similar migrations; and prostitutes, who have no such caprices, dutifully set out to take up their posts in the line of the lust patroL
Meanwhile schoolboys in classrooms, chewing their penholders and running their hands through their hair, watched the last rays of daylight being chased by the gaslight over the shining surface of big maps. They could see the whole of France, and Paris stuck like a fat, slimy blob on the forty-eighth parallel, and making it bend under its weight. They could see Paris, funnily tied on to its river, held there by a stopper, cornered like a pearl on a twisted thread. You felt like untwisting the thread, and letting Paris slide
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